PRODUCT BULLETIN
Sash Secure Cable Restrictor

Sashjack Sash Secure Window and Door Cable Restrictors
VBH now stocks Sash Secure Cable Restrictors from independent
UK hardware manufacturer, Sashjack.
Sashjack have built their name on developing niche solutions to
everyday problems. Their first product, the Sash Jack, is an
innovative device to simplify the process of toe and heeling doors
and windows. This was followed by a range of hold open and
variable angle door restrictors and also a concealed door
opener/closer. All of these products are available through VBH.
The latest Sashjack product addresses the area of restricting doors
and windows for both safety and security reasons.
Sash Secure Window Restrictor
The window restrictor is designed primarily as a safety feature to
prevent falls from windows and is available in two versions; Handle
Plate and Universal Plate. The Universal Plate version features a
stainless steel plate that is screw fixed to the opening sash. This
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can be fitted to any window regardless of the locking mechanism or
handle fitted. The Handle Plate version has a stainless steel plate
that sits discreetly beneath the espagnolette handle backplate
(43mm hole centres). The handle fixings pass through the plate to
securely attach it to the window. Not only does this make for the
appearance of less hardware on the window but also means the
cable does not bow inwards at the sash end.
Both versions feature a frame block in a choice of attractive
colours. Standard finishes are white, black, tan (light oak) and
stainless steel. All other RAL colours are available to special order
subject to order size, so the specifier/installer has the option of
colour matching to the frame material or opting for a contrasting
finish to highlight the restrictor. Each restrictor is fitted with a
220mm cable (any length available subject to order size), which is
released by push button to allow the window to open fully. The
button can be key-locked to prevent the cable being dis-engaged.

Sash Secure Door Restrictor
The door version is designed primarily as a security product and should
be used in place of a door chain. As with the Handle Plate window
restrictor the cable is attached to the sash via a laser cut stainless steel
base plate that sits beneath the door handle. The standard '3070'
version is designed to fit the popular short backplate 92PZ handles with
the upper screw beneath the handle, such as greenteQ's short
backplate Alpha and Hoppe's 3337 and 3360N types. Base plates can

be produced to suit any other door handle, such as those designed to
operate Millenco, Paddock, Yale or Roto locks, subject to order quantity.
The door restrictor works with the same frame block as the window
version.
The restrictors have all been independently strength tested and
certificates are available from VBH if required.

Handle Plate Sash Secure Window Restrictor
Box Qty

Colour

VBH Code

White

2GBA0085

50

Stainless Steel

2GBA0086

50

Black

2GBA0087

50

Tan

2GBA0088

50

Universal Plate Sash Secure Window Restrictor
Colour

VBH Code

Box Qty

White

2GBA0155

50

Stainless Steel

TBA

50

Black

TBA

50

Tan

TBA

50

Universal Plate Sash Secure Window Restrictor
Box Qty

Colour

VBH Code

White

2GBA0175

50

Stainless Steel

TBA

50

Black

TBA

50

Tan

TBA

50
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